As the seventh-largest city in the nation and one of the fastest growing, San Antonio always has something new and exciting to explore. Here are a few of San Antonio’s newest offerings as well as developments on the horizon.

**Pearl**

Considered one of the hippest neighborhoods in San Antonio, Pearl provides a unique experience as a top culinary and cultural destination. The mixed-use space features retail, dining, cooperative workspaces, a riverside amphitheater, the third campus of The Culinary Institute of America, and a year-round Farmers market featuring natural, locally farmed produce. As a former brewery operating from 1883 to 2001, Pearl reflects a vivid past while embracing the future.

**Food Trails**

Find your food fix with San Antonio’s Food Trails. Think specialty tacos, the finest smoked brisket, and smooth and salty margaritas to start. San Antonio is a city of culinary innovation but we’re always ready to revisit our roots. Organized by Culinaría, the San Antonio Food Trails curate restaurants and bars that offer some of the region’s best food and drinks, as decided by a committee of leading local restaurateurs, food experts and culinary ambassadors.

**Hemisfair’s Vision**

The site of the 1968 World’s Fair is now one of the city’s fastest growing urban districts in the middle of downtown. A multi-phase redevelopment plan calls for additional open park space, activities, live music, restaurants, shopping and hotels to Hemisfair Park. The first phase, Yanaguana Garden, is complete and open to the public.

**SEA LIFE Aquarium & LEGOLAND® Discovery Center Coming to the Shops at Rivercenter**

Two premier family attractions, SEA LIFE Aquarium and LEGOLAND® Discovery Center, are scheduled to open in the Shops at Rivercenter in Spring 2019. SEA LIFE, the world’s biggest aquarium brand and highlights spectacular displays of diverse marine life. LEGOLAND® Discovery Center will be the ultimate indoor LEGO® playground and is designed for families with children ages 3 to 10 to play together.

**Broadway Cultural Corridor**


**San Pedro Creek Cultural Park**

The first segment of the San Pedro Creek Culture Park – a one-of-a-kind urban green space located on the western edge of downtown – recently opened to the public. Combining nature with beauty, the world-class linear park weaves public art and architecture design into historic preservation, flood control and ecosystem restoration.

**San Antonio Botanical Garden**

As part of its recent expansion, the San Antonio Botanical Garden opened its new 2.5-acre Family Adventure Garden. With 15 adventure-themed areas carefully designed to encourage nature play and discovery, families can explore bubbling creeks, thundering ridges, beckoning hills, and sandy shores.

**Ruby City**

As part of its growing campus, Ruby City will be part of Linda Pace Foundation’s contemporary art center. Conceived by Linda Pace (1945-2007), and designed by Sir David Adjaye, the modern crimson-hued building will transform San Antonio’s skyline as it houses the Foundation’s growing collection of more than 800 paintings, sculptures, installations and video works by contemporary artists from around the world. The public opening is planned for October 2019.

**Southtown Arts District**

At the southern tip of historic downtown lies another popular neighborhood known as Southtown, an eclectic arts district set apart by its intermingling of 1800s German architecture, repurposed warehouses, art galleries and now an alluring culinary scene. It is also home to First Friday and Second Saturday, the city’s longest running art walks.